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Document Summary 
This Reference Architecture (RA) document defines the infrastructure solution that was a combined effort 
between Quantum Corp. and Rubrik. The integration of these products aligned all components to endure 
the best performance and reliability of the solution.  

Revision History 
Version Author Notes 

1.0 Roger Weeks Initial release. 
2.0 Roy Scaife Template layout updates. 
2.1 Roger Weeks Updated title and references to Solution Test Report. 
2.2 Dan Duperron Rebranding and adjustments for Quantum 
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Executive Summary 
This Solution Test Report (STR) summarizes the results obtained during the validation of Rubrik Cloud Data 
Management (CDM) with an ActiveScale VM storage system using the Amazon S3-compatible interface. The 
objective of this exercise was to verify Rubrik properly functions with the ActiveScale VM storage system. 
This document includes guidelines for configuring Rubrik CDM with an ActiveScale storage system. 

Rubrik Cloud Data Management is a single, unified software platform to manage your physical, virtual, and 
cloud data. With Rubrik, enterprises can drastically simplify their data protection processes, automate 
workflows, and migrate data to the cloud. The results are powerful: faster recoveries, easier management, 
no forklift upgrades, and hard dollars saved for other projects. Organizations pursuing cloud- first policies 
can use Rubrik to archive to the cloud, create cloud DR capabilities, or perform cloud-native backup. And 
with Rubrik’s Polaris SaaS platform, it has never been easier to unify data across data centers and clouds, 
simplifying operations and governance.  

All functional tests were completed utilizing the Amazon S3-compatible interface to the ActiveScale storage 
system. These tests were performed by Rubrik in Palo Alto, CA. 

Objectives 
The Objective of the functional testing is to ensure that Western Digital ActiveScale and Rubrik CDM can 
work seamlessly together and bring together an efficient data management, backup and recovery solution.  

Prerequisites 
Item Notes 

ActiveScale S3 credentials The access and secret keys were created to facilitate the S3 connection 
to the endpoint bucket on the ActiveScale System.  

SSL Certificate Functional testing of the S3 connectivity using HTTPS from the Rubrik 
CDM to the ActiveScale system was performed. 

Rubrik CDM  Rubrik Edge VM was deployed and ActiveScale was added as an archival 
location 

Technology Summary 
Technology Version 
ActiveScale VM system 5.3, 5.4 
Rubrik CDM 4.2+ 
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Environment 
ActiveScale Supported Protocols 
For more information on the connectivity protocols, see the Quantum Documentation Center 

Protocol Version(s) Inbound / Outbound Notes 

Amazon S3 Signature 2, 4 Inbound Provides S3 connectivity to Rubrik 
CDM. 

Rubrik Supported Protocols 
Protocol Version(s) Inbound / Outbound Notes 

Amazon S3 Signature  Outbound Provides S3 connectivity to the 
ActiveScale system. 

iSCSI  Outbound 

The Rubrik cluster supports the iSCSI 
protocol for direct data connection to 
a storage array that is providing 
storage for virtual machines.  

HTTPS  Outbound Connect to Cloud based archival 
locations 

HTTP  Outbound 

Object storage systems use either 
HTTPS or HTTP, depending on the 
capabilities and  
configuration of the system  

NFS v1-v4 Outbound  
SMB 1,2,3 Outbound  
RESTAPI  Inbound & Outbound  

Limitations 
No limitations noted. 

References 
The documents below were referenced to configure the software and systems for functional testing. 

Document Title Download URL 
ActiveScale_OS_Administrator_Guide.pdf Link to download  

ActiveScale_OS_S3_API_Reference.pdf Link to download 
ISV Self-Certification Guide n/a 
Rubrik Solution Brief https://www.rubrik.com/resources 
Rubrik Administrator Guide1 https://support.rubrik.com/Downloads 
Rubrik Installation Guide1 https://support.rubrik.com/Downloads 

1 Access to some Rubrik documents requires registration on the Rubrik support website. 
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Overview 
The Rubrik Cloud Data Management platform incorporates the following design principles:  

1. Software-Defined: Rubrik’s simple, unified UI is backed by a software stack with multiple integrated 
components, including search, metadata management, and job scheduling. And users can run 
Rubrik’s scale-out software anywhere, from a dedicated appliance to third-party hardware to the 
public cloud.  

2. Simplicity: Rubrik wipes out management complexity with just a few clicks. We solve for ease of use 
by infusing consumer-grade usability into enterprise software.  

3. Efficiency: We build intelligence into our software to help users efficiently manage data without 
incurring unnecessary costs (e.g., zero-byte cloning to save on storage capacity, sending 
deduplicated data to the public cloud to reduce data transfer and storage) and labor (e.g., file 
search across a global index that spans public and private clouds).  

4. Scale-out Architecture: We adopt the same web-scale technologies used by Google, Facebook, and 
Amazon, allowing our users to easily handle rapidly increasing volumes of information with a linear 
architecture. With Rubrik, you can eliminate forklift upgrades and easily manage Rubrik as a single 
system.  

5. Cloud-based Infrastructure: We purpose-built our system for cloud integration and infinite scale to 
enable hybrid cloud for all enterprises. Extend search, disaster recovery, and archival into the cloud. 
Protect cloud-native applications by deploying Rubrik as a software instance in a public cloud 
provider. Automate Amazon EBS snapshot lifecycle management by leveraging native AWS 
technologies. Quickly spin up applications in the cloud for cost- effective recovery and 
test/development.  

6. Broad Ecosystem Support: We have designed our data platform to be vendor-agnostic and to work 
across modern data center applications and technologies. This includes ability to support any 
platform, data source, hypervisor, and cloud such as virtualization, containers, and physical 
applications. Our software fabric is location-agnostic and can be extended from on-premises to 
public clouds.  

Rubrik Cloud Data Management is a system that distributes data, metadata, and task management across 
the cluster in order to deliver predictive scalability and eliminate performance bottlenecks. The data 
management functions as the brains of the system, organizing, removing redundancy, and making data 
available for search. Our user interface is built on a RESTful API-driven framework with a HTML5 web user 
interface that supports virtualization, physical applications, and public cloud technologies.  

 RUBRIK CLOUD-SCALE FILE SYSTEM  

Rubrik Cloud-scale File System is a distributed file system built from the ground up to store and manage 
versioned data. We have designed this system with the following properties:  
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o Fault tolerant: The system is resilient to multiple node and disk failures. We employ an 
intelligent replication scheme to distribute multiple copies of data throughout the cluster.  
 

o Flash-optimized: The system is built with a hybrid flash/disk architecture to maximize I/O 
throughput.  

 
o Linearly scalable: Rubrik is architected to be a web-scale system and infinitely expand. 

Increasing storage capacity and I/O performance is as simple as adding more nodes to the 
system.  

 
o Copy data management: The system utilizes zero-byte clones to make multiple copies of data 

from one “golden image,” maximizing storage efficiency for application test and development.  
 

 RUBRIK DISTRIBUTED METADATA SYSTEM  

The Rubrik Distributed Metadata System operates alongside our Cloud-scale File System, providing a global 
index and catalogue that can be accessed at high speeds. It delivers continuous availability, linear scalability, 
and operational simplicity with no single point of failure in the cluster. Our system is built to handle large 
amounts of data, distribute replicas of data across nodes (access to metadata is maintained even in the case 
of node failure), and provide low latency access to facilitate search.  

 RUBRIK DISTRIBUTED TASK FRAMEWORK 

The Rubrik Distributed Task Framework is the engine that globally assigns and executes tasks across the 
cluster in a fault tolerant and efficient manner. Designed to be master-less, tasks are load balanced across 
the entire cluster, and tasks are distributed to the nodes that house the impacted data. Employing data 
affinity, we assign tasks based on data location and node resource availability, ensuring that all relevant data 
for a group of related data entries is managed on a single node without compromising fault-tolerance.  

 RUBRIK DATA MANAGEMENT AND GLOBAL SEARCH  

Rubrik Data Management and Global Search serve as the “brains” of the system, enabling cradle-to-grave 
data lifecycle management. Fast, efficient data delivery is made possible by the ability to:  

o Store versions of data: We use a combination of full snapshot with forward incremental and 
reverse incremental copies.  
 

o Immutability of snapshots: All data is stored in an immutable format, preventing a potential 
threat, such as ransomware, from accessing and encrypting the underlying backup data.  
 

o Ensure data integrity: We build multiple integrity checks within the file system and data 
management layers.  
 

o Apply content-aware global deduplication and compression: We intelligently apply data 
reduction at a global level while enabling fast data reconstruction.  
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 ERASURE CODING 

Rubrik uses erasure coding to deliver resilience and fault tolerance. Erasure coding encodes and 
partitions data into fragments and calculates parity such that in the event of a disk or node failure, the 
original data can be reconstructed. The number of data and parity blocks is configured based on the 
desired number of failures to withstand. As a result, it maintains fault tolerance while increasing 
capacity at the same high performance. Erasure coding requires a minimum cluster size of four nodes.  
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Reference Architecture 
Rubrik and ActiveScale simplify how enterprises manage backups and long-term data retention in hybrid 
cloud environments. Rubrik delivers a secure and intelligent on-ramp to Quantum ActiveScale, a highly 
scalable, cost- effective, S3 compliant on-premises object storage platform managed behind your firewall in 
your data center.  

Rubrik eliminates the complexity of legacy enterprise backup and disaster recovery. It collapses backup 
software, catalog management, replication, and deduplicated storage into a single set of software that 
scales linearly. Rubrik’s distributed architecture allows deduplication and other data services to linearly 
scale to maximize efficiency and savings. Rubrik sends deduplicated data to ActiveScale, reducing data 
transfer and storage costs.  

By combining Rubrik with ActiveScale storage policies, users archive data in geographically separated 
regions or data centers. ActiveScale is a modular, appliance-like object storage system that offers massive 
scalability and instant availability of unstructured data in a single global namespace, which is a necessity for 
cloud-based workflows. Unlike traditional RAID-based storage systems that break down at massive scale, 
ActiveScale’s Dynamic Data Placement technology erasure codes incoming data and distributes it across a 
hierarchy of drives, systems, and sites, a design which provides low total cost of ownership (TCO) and 
superior data durability. Its Dynamic Data Repair technology continuously monitors the integrity of data, 
and automatically repairs it as needed, providing site-level fault tolerance in multi-site deployments.  

ActiveScale offers hybrid cloud support in the form of its asynchronous replication feature. When this 
feature is enabled, the system replicates the contents of a source bucket on one ActiveScale system to a 
destination bucket on a different ActiveScale system or on Amazon Web Services (AWS). 

Network Requirements 

 
  

ActiveScale 
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ActiveScale Configuration 
1. Create a user account on the ActiveScale System. 
2. Create the S3 access and secret key credentials on the ActiveScale system. 
3. Create a bucket on the ActiveScale System (e.g. bucket-1). 
4. Document the domain name of the ActiveScale System (e.g. s3p001.hgstcloud.com). 

 Rubrik Data Management Configuration 
1. Deploy Rubrik Data Management VM. 
2. Add Quantum ActiveScale as an archival location. 

Validation Activities 
These tests comprise the minimum required testing for validation of the ActiveScale system with Rubrik 
Cloud Data Management. Testing was conducted by Rubrik. 

The following table shows the required functional tests performed and the results. 

Basic  Tests Result 

Connect to ActiveScale via HTTP (non-SSL) Pass 
Connect to ActiveScale via HTTPS (SSL) Pass 
Create and delete a bucket Pass 
Upload, download and delete a file Pass 
List files Pass 
Bulk delete files Pass 
Multi-part upload Pass 
Abort and then resume a multi-part upload Pass 
Changeable multi-part sizes Pass 
Ranged read support Pass 
Versioning Support Result 
Upload the same file to a bucket multiple times Pass 
List all versions of a multi-versioned file Pass 
Delete the last version and verify the previous version is available Pass 
Delete the first version and verify the last version is available Pass 
Delete all versions of the a multi-versioned file Pass 
Enable and disable versioning Pass 
Display bucket versioning status Pass 
Replication Support Result 
Upload files to ActiveScale from Rubrik Pass 
List, download and delete source files from Rubrik Pass 
List, download and delete replicated files from Rubrik Pass 
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Rubrik uses a tool called “VerifyObjectStoreConnection.sh” in order to verify new Object Store targets such 
as Western Digital ActiveScale. This tool will test all parts of the Amazon Java SDK used for upload and 
download of Snapshot data with the Object Store. 

At a high level, this script does the following: 

1. Construct two files, one 600 bytes and on 20 GB 

2. Test to see if the bucket already exists. 

 yes, throw an error and continue with testing.  Attempt to delete all keys in bucket for it to 
be empty 

  - if no, attempt to create the bucket by name/key 

3. Try upload of the small file 

 SDK should make this a stream upload since the file is small 

4. Try the upload of the large file 

 S3 SDK should make this a 'multi-part' upload since the file is larger than 5GB 

 number of streams is used here. 

5. Test the download of a part of the small file, and compare to the original 

6. Test the download of a part of the large file, and compare to the original 

7. Test the download of the entire small file, and compare to the original 

8. Test the download of the entire large file, and compare to the original 

9. Test the download feature 

10. Test the stream download feature 

11. Test concurrent connections to see if we can use up to the defined number (8 by default) 

 affects upload and download 

12. List all keys in the bucket 

13. Delete all keys inside the bucket. 

14. Optionally, delete the entire bucket 

 

 

Functional Test Result (Pass/Fail) 
Add ActiveScale as an archival location on Rubrik Pass 
Create Bucket in ActiveScale from Rubrik Pass 
Delete all keys in bucket for it to be empty Pass 
Upload small file (600 bytes) to the ActiveScale bucket Pass 
Upload large file (20GB) to the ActiveScale bucket Pass 
Multi-part upload to the bucket Pass 
Download a part of the small file and compare to original Pass 
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Download a part of the large file and compare to original Pass 
Download the entire small file and compare to original Pass 
Download the entire large file and compare to original Pass 
Test stream download Pass 
Test concurrent connections during upload to see if we can use up to the 
defined number (8 by default) Pass 

Test concurrent connections during download to see if we can use up to the 
defined number (8 by default) Pass 

List all keys in the bucket Pass 
Delete all keys in the bucket Pass 
Delete entire bucket Pass 

Summary 
All the tests performed above were with Rubrik 4.2 and ActiveScale version 5.4 were successful. 

Document Feedback 
For feedback, questions, and suggestions for improvements to this document contact Quantum. 

Contributor(s) 
Name Company Title Email 
David Tobin Western Digital Sr. Technical Marketing Engineer david.tobin@wdc.com  
Amrutha Naik Rubrik Senior Technical Alliances Mgr. amrutha.naik@rubrik.com 
Dan Duperron Quantum Technical Marketing Architect dan.duperron@quantum.com  

 


